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BT A. M. BOSBBBVGH, M.D,
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The following pagSa were written as an introduction to a course
.f lectures recently delivered by me on the diseases of the eye Ijave not thought it necessary to alter the fonn. as I propose nub

only to the members of my ophthalmic class, but to Canidiim»edical students generally.
vanaaian

In their preparation. I must here acknowledge my indebtedness
the elaborate works of Mr. J. Z. Laurence and Mr. J Soel^rg Wels of London, and especially to the ver, comprehensTvi'

— ...-T r-rjucuugiii oociecy.



THE OPTICAL DEFECTS OF THE EYE.

Chapter I.- Optical Considerations.

The eye is pre-eminently an optical instrument, and the phenomena
of vision all depend upon the laws of optics. Hence, a knowledge
of some, at least, of the elementary principles of light is essential to
a correct appreciation of the physiology of the eye. The diagnosing
of optical defects of the eye,-long and short sight. &c. Ac, and
their treatment with the scientific use of spectacles, require some
knowledge ot the laws of refraction, and the properties of convex and
concave lenses.

The philosophy of the ophthalmoscope can hardly be understood

masTerT
^'"'"^^®" °^ ^""^^ refraction and reflection are thoroughly

Tou will therefore, I hope, not consider the time ill spent if. be-
fore proceeding with the investigation of diseases of the eye~you
review with me some of the elementary principles of optics which lie
at the foundation of all ophthalmic science.

The nature of light is not known. I can no more tell you what
hght IS, than your professor of physiology can tell yon what life is.We know that the sun shines, but how it shines we cannot tell.

"Two different theories have been advanced of the more intimate
nature of light." " One. the I^etctonian (corpuscular) conceives that
each luminous point is constantly giving off a succession of luminous
corpuscles which follow each other in uninterrupted succession on animaginary hne or axis like a string of beads on a rigid thread."
The undulatory theory (Christian Huychens') on the other hand

considers space as pervaded by a subtle gaseous^uid or ether ; thatluminous bodies have the power of communicating to this etW

rffr;reruXt':r
--''''''' -a/vibrationsof tJ

to::t^^^i^K^-!rz:::r;^ °^---
own light It IS called telf-luminous. The fixed stars are also seLluminous

;
so is a lighted lamp and bodies in a state of ig^itn St'most bodies by which we are surrounded, are seen on^^j^^eZ
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THE OPTICAL DErECTS OP THE EYE. g
light The light from an object seen by moonlight is reflected twice
before it reaches the eye. The moon reflects the light from the sunand the object, the light vrhich it receives from the Soon.
Every luminous object gives off. or radiates, in every direction ««

infimte number of straight lines of light. Each of thTseWake"

bght when the rays run parelle! to each other. When the ravsAverse from a luminous point or are madelo converge to a focus thevare called a pencil of rays, thus :

^ ^ ^^
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'Fig. 1 represents a pencil of rays diverging from a flame F afterpassing a couve, lens they are rendered ^rSlel and ZT^^
The parallel rays may be called a ;,flra/W pencil; the divereinir

The. point where rays of light meet iscalled the/.c.^ poi/t or 'iLptr*

Strictly speaking, there is no such thing in mature as narallel r^vothe nearest approach we have to it are the rays of hZ1 ^ '

4from the sun and the fixed stars vZZJK ^ ^ ''®"®'^

fever, we may consider r^ ^^^"1^17 '"'T.
'°"-

pupil of the eye from objLs tj «!i^
^^

X^:::^^]?^^tance greater than that. Pencils of U«J,f f ? ^""^ ^""

the oneninCT in fUa «„-j u„x . . .
"^ *"" eame snape aa

r o — — voxd, &ut very much larger.
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Thi> will prove not only that the rays diverge, but also that ther ^ a proceed in straight lines.*

Convex lenses :-We .hall now proceed to the consideration of con-vex lenses, which, for our purpose, is the most important part of theBUbject. Lenses are made of various transparent substances asamber, alum, quartz, glass, diamond, and even of ice. Those in

l?n.T^T "' '"^^' ""^ «'"''• ^'^^^ *^« *^° «"^faces of a convex

aZ^^^^"
"""'" TT^ """'^'"'•'' '^' ^«°« ^» ''^^ to be eqd'convex. When one ot the surfaces is flat or plane, the lens is called

• plano-convex lens. Glass spectacles used by old persons for read-ing, &c.. are commonly made double convex.

or^lt^ntl
*\"'?''^^ '\" '"^J''"' "' """""^ «" P"''''"^' ^«* «« confineour attention to lenses that are equi-convex.

In fig. . let A be the centre of the circle B, C, D. of which A, B, is
the radius, and et E be the centre of the circle F. G. H. of wh chthe radius E F. is equal to the radius A. B. The circle F, G. H. will
be equal to the circle B. C. D. The part D.H. common U> both cir-
cles, represent a section of an equi-convex lens. The line A.E, iscaUed the a«. of the lens, and the line D, H is called the diamJier.
The centre of the diameter (where it is intersected by the axis) isthe optical oentna of the lens.

« "iis; is

Beading glasses, and burning glasses, are examples of a doubleconvex lens. Many of you have^^oubtleas^^e^^
of

(• Oonrergent pencils of light do not exint in nature. Paralld pencils or direr-gent pencil, of ray. can be rendered convergent by mean, of a convex lens. Thu.mfig. l.«.,ray.diverg.ngfromF. are made to con,er,e to Pby the convexW
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THE OPTICAL DEFECTS OK THE EYE. J

etting fire to wood, paper, Ac. by means of a burning or sun glass.
The explanation of this is simply that the convex lens possesses the
property of converging a portion of the sun's rays to a point called
the focus.

In Fig 3 P, P. represent a pencil of parallel rays converged to afocus at F by means of the double convex lens, L.
The focus for parallel rays is called the principal focus. It is

Itl ;l , .' :T ^'' P"**"^^ "y^ "• ^» equi-convex lenses,
equal to the length of the radius of curvature.

The shorter the focus, the greater is the "power" or "strength" of

,
of one mch from the optical centre of the lens, would be called a onencA lens. Another lens whose focus is two inches from the optilcentre, s called a troo inch lens, and so on. Convex lenses theSotreceive their names according to the number of inchedTfrac on ofan inch, the principal focus is distantfrom thecentre of the len The

wTr " T' '" "P"*"^^^ ''' ^^«*- -"«^ catara t gJes

ThTl I T ?"^'^ '""^'^ ^^^ 2 to 4 inches focal length.

nches Convex lenses having a fc u. of 36 inches do not enhritethe letters of a book at the ordinary reading distance.
'^

VritllTo??
''' 7^"' ^'"'''''^ Wlicatiou we can make of this^principle of convex lenses.

Supposing that a person accustomed to using convex spectacles eets

words o^Ti^^ '
'''''''"'^ *° '^P'«" t'^^ '^^o''^" °"e. or in otherwords-to learn the strength of the glass that is still whole Howwould you proceed ? One method is to use the lens as a sun^ss ^nd

-n~hes from the lens, you w,Il have ascertained that the person has
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been wearing glasses of 10 inch focus, or as they are sometimes called

No. 10 convex, or simply + 10 (plus 10).

The method, however, that is usually adopted, depends upon a

property of convex lenses that will be more fully explained further on,

If, for instance, you hold up a 10 inch convex lens at a diat&nce of

10 inches from a white wall—the wall being about 20 feet from an

open window, opposite—there will appear, behind the lens, upon the

wall, an inverted, miniature picture of the window, iind trees or build-

ings, &c., in front of the window. If the lens be held at a greater or

less distance from the wall than the focal length of the lens, the in>

verted picture will be indistinct. Measuring the distance therefore

that the lens must be held from the wall, to produce the sharpest pic-

ture, will give the focal length of the lens.

Suppose, now, that we bring; the lens to within, say 5 feet of the

window, and hold a sheet of white paper at the principal focal distance

behind the lens, viz., at ten inches, we will find a change in the in-

verted picture, there will still apper distant buildings, trees, &c. but

the sash of the window will be very indistinct. If, however, we move

the sheet of paper 12 inches from the lens—that is, two inches farthei

from the lens, we will again see the image of the sash but scarcely anj

trace of the buildings, trees, &c. This experiment is an illustratiot

of the fact that the nearer an object approaches the front of a convei

lens, the farther will be its image behind the lens ; thus, when an objec

is 5 feet or rather 60 inches from the front of a 10 inch convex leni

the inverted image is found to be 12 inches behind the lens ; when 3(

inches, it will be 1 5 in. ; when 20, that is, double the length of th<

foous, the image will be double the. length of the focus behind tb

lens; viz., 20 inches; when 1.5 inches, the image behind the lens wil

be removed to 30 inches. As the object approaches the principal

focal distance of the lenri the image recedes much more rapidly ; thus

when at 12 inches, the image will be 60 inches ; when at 1 1, the imagi

will be 1 10 in«hes behind the lens. When however we bnng the ot

ject to within 10 inches of the lens—that is, at its principal focus

there will be no image formed behind the lens, as the rays after pas

ing the lens will be parallel.

(I would strongly urge you, gentlomen, to perform all these exper

ments for yourselves, as in that way only can you become familia

with these important prir.ciples. These latter experiments can b

performed best in a dark room—taking for an object the flame of

lamp or candle).
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THE OPTICAL DETECTS OF THE EYE. 7

From the above we can easily understand the piincip'o, '
', that

the lets divergent the rays of a pencil (that is, the nearer they ap-
proach parallel rays,) incident or falling upon a convex lens, the nearer
will the focus of the convergent pencil be to the principal focus of the
bns. 2nd. The more divergent the incident pencil, the less convergtnt
^e more nearly parallel) will be the refracted pencil, and the more
^tant will its focus be from the principal focus of the lens.

Questions of the following nature very often arise in optics, viz., the
length of the principal focus of a convex lens being given, and the dis-
ttoce a certain object is in front of it ;—to and how far behind the lens
will be the inverted image of the object. Or to express it more tech-
nically, the length of the principal focus of a convex lens being given
snd the length of the divergent incident pencil, to find the length of

Je focus of convergent refracted pencil. Thus : Suppose you had the
blowing question : A 10 inch lens is 60 inches from an object; how
ftr behind the lens will be the inverted image ?

This could be sohed immediately, by actual trial, and measurement,
Iwt this is not always practical.

^The rule given in some text books on optics is as follows : multiply
ibe length of the divergent incident nencil, tl at is, the distance the
•Jject IS from the lens, by the focal lengJh of the lens, and divide by
the difference; thus: 60x10=600, 60-10=50, 600 divided by
^=12 ;

or |:^=^°=12= the distance behind the lens.

There is another property of convex lenses which I must not omit
to mention

;
namely, what is called it magnifying power.

When a convex leizs i„ placed between the eye and an object.—
tte object being at a less distance from the lens than its principle .

»cus, the object will appear enlarged or magnified. The shorter the •

mua of the lens, the greater is its magnifying power. Thus, a 4Wch ens has a greater magnifying power than an 8 inch lens ; a 2mx lens greater than a 4, and a 1 inch greater than a 2 in.h lens.
Tke 1 inch lens has, in fact, double the magnifying power of a 2mh lens

;
a 2, double that of 4 i ich,; a 4 inch, double that of an 8

uien, <Kc.

I'le " power "

Uvoi 1 \u ^ ,

* '" therefore inversely proportional to its
fcca length For this reason a different form is u.ed in expressing^ power" or strength of a lens. A 1 inch lens h taken L unit^
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and as a 2 inch lens is just half the strength it is «,-,»,nih and as a 3 nch lens has Umt nn« fu- JT "™P^^ expreaed

« written -5 , . 4 inchi "it °^;":;.i;^
^''^""f'l; <>' « 1 in.h. it

For example, suppose we have two lenses of 4 in„i, f
we wish to tnow their combined "power » whtn f"'

"*"^' '"^

we simpl, add their reciproeal^hus7+iJ'lV"' :r^^-«^have, therefore, the maenifvinff nowpr nf i i,*TV ,
""'^ ^^"''^^

2 and are consequent!?, j;^~^;;^^^^^^^^^

1+1- 3 1 , 'r/!f'' "°^ ^« ""'^^ to tnow their combined strengtheT-ia-Ta-* which represents the power of a d. ,•« u i

,8^'''

and the 12 inch lenses taLn tn^.^u ? •
^ '°^'' ^^°« J *^e 6

a focus of 4 inche!
^'^"' ^''"^ ^^""^ *° °°« J«°« having

To save repetition, I may here 8tat« fKo<- „i.
enters into combination with a1LLt it

t*! ' .' T"''
''''

upon the convex lens If 1 ,''^^°'''*'^««
* neutralizing effect

tbo 0. wouM Li^^ij'tjo't :ir?J_t -377-
convex lens has the hieher nnxca. tu "

,
^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^

i^that is, lengthensls ; r-'ht'7-^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^

a concave 9 the result will be xT'L. ""'

I''' *
^°^!«f

« and

sents the strength of one lens havingrf^uTof^Zl. \j7'''
ever the concave lens has the high^er .^ole^' i^t^^^^^^

' ', Tweakened by the concave lpn« *i, ^tT .
^'" ""P^J" 'j*

. cone.™ Ian. ha^g .Tow ;"^p7*^.T'7«»" f " «"-»' «»

concave lens tO^eC-thmLZTaTu
1'"'^°"^" ""° "'

Juen«'h!flr°T'''?"" ("""S ' f" ""mcn.tor.nd th.

.;::I^»Tnr.:lTorr;ti"tr^
of ligbt fr„n> the object are rendered ^Xl b7 ttt ,er%?

""'

len. having a focus „f 20 incbe, will Lde paJlc Zils^Zudvergmg fro„ „„ object 20 inobes from tbe La. Eng th^mmd let ua .ga,n try the aolntion of tbe following cue t"! ^
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pounded not long since, viz. :—When an object is 60 inches in front of
a 10 inch convex lens, how far beuind the lens will be the inverted image
ofthe object? Or, to express it differently, when a divergent pencil of
light emanates from a point 60 inches from a 10 inch convex lens, at
what distance behind the lens will the pencil be converged to a focus ?

Now, we know that a lens of 60 inches focus, placed in the position
of the 10 inch lens, would render the rays parallel that fall upon it

ftom the object 60 inches distant. Were it possible, therefore,
to divide the 10 inch lens into two lenses, one having a focus of
00 inches to render the rays parallel, the remaining portion
would bring these parallel rays to a focus at its principle focus.
Deducting then ,V from ^ will give the strength of the remaining
|(brtion of the lens ^-j^=_^=^ . the two parts then ^Vand ^
ire equal to the one lens ^. And, as the ^. will render the r.iyB
jwaliel Irom the object 60 inches distant, .d these parallel rays
ftUmg upon the other part ^\, they will be brought to a focus at the
principle focus of this part, viz : at 12 inches from the lens. Let us
aiustrate this with another example. Suppose that an object is 30
mches in front of a convex lens of 10 inch focus, aud we wish to^ow how far behind the lens will be the focus of a pencil of rays
aiverging from a point in the object. We will have J^-j^^^- i_ .

^8 ^ represents the power of a 15 inch lens, which we know will
»ing the paraUel rays to a focus at 15 inches behind the lens.

Fig. 4 illustrates this; represents an object 30 inches from aton inch convex lens, the lens supposed to be divided into two parts,me hav,ng a focus of 30 inches, and the other a focus of 15 inches.
The 30 inch lens refracts the rays of the div rgent pencil d, d, d."d,
10 as to render them parallel, as shown at P, P P p p These
^rallel rays meeting the 15 inch lens, are again 'refrac'ted and
re converged to a focus at P, which is the principle focus of the
Pns, VIZ., at 15 inches.
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Fig. 1, page 3. represents a 10 inch lens, at a distance of 20 inni,from an object P. The lens is supposed to b dTv^ded int;tequal par s, of 20 inch focus each : the first half renders the dJging pencil parallel, and the second half converges the nlnll,'
cil to a focus, at 20 inches from the lens -T- f-i ^ ^'"

(Dr. Giraud-Teulon, of Paris, has ascribed the^rigination of t^above theory to Mr. J. Z. Laurence, of London 7X0^are very much indebted, for his praiseworthv effor 1 tonnn , • ^.J
hitherto neglected, field of ^'ysioloj^li:!^^^^^^^^^^

Let me next direct your attention to certain optical consideratio i

You may remember that in a former experiment a in ,-n„i,

,

was held ten inches from a white wall, so afto 2w th'^ J!inverted picture of the window, &e., 20 ft. distant; and thar^the lens was brought to a distance of 60 inches from th. l- /"''
was fbund that the image of the windowTas^'3' ^3^fciud the lens instead of 10 inches, and that at 10 inches the im!was so indistinct as to be scarcely recognizable

^'

Now suppose that a 12 inch lens be immovably fixed 12 inch.

allel rays to a focus on the wall, where it will form an inverted dIture of the window, and objects at a distance beyond the wTndow

« In°V^^
knowledge that we have now obtained, we know th.

lensSt 19 u",
""'" ^r *° "^^ ^^'"^ •« *o ^'^"^bine a 60 bcl

.il« T, ^ T^ ^'"' ' ^^"^ ^^ '""'^ J^"« to render the rays par.

11 to
^''''^T '^' ^^'"^- '^ ^"^'^'^ distant, and the 1^2 indlens to converge these rays to a focus, at the principal focal lenof the lens. This is exactly what we do in supplyLg old peopwith convex spectacles. Their eyes are constructedl bring pSrays to a focus, on the retina; but the rays from near ollects a.

ts dlfiT"'
'•' ':

'"""^' "P°^ ^^^ ^^"- -t^-t artS a^this deficiency is what we supply with suitable glasHes.
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Before leaving the consideration of optical lenses, there is one
ullject to which I wish to direct your attention ; namely, the for-

mation of an inverted image behind a convex lens.

Many of you are, probably, familiar with the fact, that when light

ifl admitted into a darkened room, through a small orifice, there ap-
pears upon the opposite wall of the room, an inverted, dim., shadowy
picture of buildings, trees, &c., in front of the aperture. This can
alio be seen, on a smaller scale, by holding a sheet of white paper a
few inches from the key-bole of a darkened hall.

The philosophy of this is seen in Fig. 5.

jet A, B, represent the position of a flame of a lamp that is a
Brfc distance in front of an aperture of a darken, a box. Pencils
pirergent rays of light radiate from the apex of the flame in every
lection ; one of these pencils is represented in the figure to illu-

aaUJate the end of the box, and one of the rays escaping through the
MOall orifice c; this ray passes in a straight line to the back of the
\m, and strikes the point a, which it illuminates.

.Bays of light diverge from the lower part of the flame, also ; one
^these rays is shown to enter the aperture e, and to pass to thegk ot the box at b. In a similar way it might I e illustrated that
IJcils ot light radiate from every point in the flame A, B, and thatm ray from each point passes into the box and iUuminates a por-gD of the back. In this way we get an illuminated spot at the
Wtek of the box, which is an exact counterpart of the flame in front^the box. but inverted, the apex of the flame pointing downwards.
J»e reason that the picture is reversed is that, as rays of light (in
tt« same medium) pass in straight lines, a ray from the top of the&me. after passing the aperture, must necessarily pass to the lowergrt of the back of the box ; and a ray from the lower part of the||mo must necessarily fin moving in «. «^rnmbt i,>-\ ^-,- ^. .,-_

^per part of the back of the box. You will observe, also, that the
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size of the image depends upon its diatance behind the apertui:

if the image is as far behind tho aperture, as the object is in frot

the image will be of tho same size U8 the object, if half the distauc

half the size, as seen at f, g.

If, in the above experiment, the aperture be enlarged, it will

found that the image at the back of the box will become much li

distinct; the more the aperture is enlarged, the more indistinct v

be the image. The reason of this indistinctness in the image is tli

when the aperture is enlarged, a number of diverging rays fromc
point in the flame pass through the aperture, and each one repei

the image, so that the parts of the image overlap each other.

This is shown in Fig. 6. A, B, represents the flame of the Ian

and C, E, D, F, thd image behind an aperture. The aperture
supposed to be just large enough to admit two divergent rays, ea

of these rays produces a separate imago ; thus, the point A is

;

peated twice at D and F, and the point B is repeated at C and

The larger the aperture, the more light is admitted, but the m
indistinct is the image.

If now, a convex lens be inserted in the enlarged aperture, tli

divergent rays thav'. enter the aperture (from every point of;

object) are converged to a focus ; thus iu

M
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Fig. 7. A C represents an object in front of a convex lens, and
oothe inverted image behind the lens. Kays diverging from the
poinlAaad falling upon the lens L are brought to a focus at a;
ray* from B are similarly focussed at b, and so on. In a similar
mwmer, diverging rays from every point in the object A C that
entet the lens are brought to a focus in the image between a and e
W»*ill then have in the position of a c a distinct inverted image
of the object A C. If this image is received upon a sheet of white
psptt we can see it only upon its front surface ; but if it is received
upito^thin oiled paper, or upon ground glass, we can see it from
behad

;
and if, while viewing the image from behind, the groundg^be removed, we can still see the inverted image (or at least a

pjilon) occupying the same position as the ground glass just occu-^^being suspended, as it were, in the air, and forming what iaflj^an »rial image. In order to see this aerial image under favour-

il^Z'-'IT*?"""''
°°° '^^ °°'^ '^^'^'^ ^« "««'^' ^'^d «bould be in a

KiJIrith the lens and the object, and should be at least ten inches
behind the position of the inverted lens.

rged aperture, tli

I every point of;

-;; Chapter II.—Optics of Normal Eye.^ human eye, from before backwards, is about one inch in

tS ,
^'''"/Pr"' "'^^'^ ««•« the cornea, aqueous humouro^ine lens, and vitreous humour. This combination, with th^^teiity of the cornea, is equal to a convex lens having a focua of•hWil^one inch (more accurately \^ of an inch.)

^"^^ '^ """""^^ ^^® '' ^^^^<^^^^ to a distant obje Ui.e inB. afcnf«of^), parallel rays of light are brought to a focus upon tie ret „a«id« very mmute inverted picture of the object is sharpkdefird

St,f :Lr'r- '' *^ r^^^^^^
^^^* '^ removed'Lt

^.^ •' rr' '""^ '^' ''' ^' ^^'''^ ^^ '^^ aperture of ad«^ed room, with the cornea looking, for instance, towards theop^te side of the street an inverted image of the buildlgs ^e
J? "P"*'*'"*' ^'^^ ^^ «^" ^^ the back of the eveim impression that objects make npon the retfna f- „.. j

through fhe optic nerve to the brain, but' in wha tnn hTscTmmuiimtes to the mind a knowledge of the appearance of obiectst

k are aware, however, that although the eye may be free fro.
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disease, and the conuection between the retina and brain in eve jgn. jj,gy

way perfect, if the optical mechaniam of the eye be in any way deff object foi

tive 80 as to produce ill defined images upon the retina,—vision t iQchei of

be indistinct, and that the distinctnettis or' indistinctness uf y\i j^jj^ jj^j^j^,

will be in oxnct proportion to the distinctness or indistinctness oft: ig^p ^p^,

inverted picture. Hence the necessity of understanding the opti behind jjj^

of the eye in order to comprehend the pathology and treatment « ,

the numerous optical defects to which it is liable. . ,
It liiui no

'

Cask 1. Let mo here take an example. A few weeks ^8° ** PUhat wo Id

sician of this city sent a patient for my advice, fearing that he
'gang py^p

losing the sight of bis left eye. Upon examination, I found that po^ -- K

had what we call " paralysis of accommodation" of that eye. f . ^
He could see distant objects with perfect distinctness, butffijj^|||^

objects he was unable to define ; he could not read large type unl'tj^^j,
jj^g j^

the letters were very large, and several feet from the eye. Thee„_g^j^j|^

was, in fact, sinply passive, like a convex lens, or a camera-obsct j!

with the screen to deceive the image immovably fixed at the princi: ,. |
focua of the lens, and could only bring parallel rays to a focus

|

the retina.

I found that by rendering the diverging rays parallel, by means

a coQvex lens, he could see near objects distinctly; by placing a i

inch convex lens before that eye, he could read fine type at six inci)

with a 10 inch lens at ten inches, with an 18 inch lees at eigbtt

inches, &e. &o. The 6 inch lens rendered the rays parallel t:

diverged from the letters six inches distant, and these parallel r^^j^
f~^

falling upoa the eye were brought to a focus upon the retina,
retjut'lt F

6 inch lens does not increase the apparent size of letters one-lii^j^^'
j^^^

whereas this patient could not see letters ten times the ordinarysjj^^^ ^^

at six inches, or any distance less than about two feet from the ey m^
The 10 inch l^ns rendered the rays parallel from objects ten incl - &m. i .

distant, and the 18 inch lens from objects eighteen inches distant ^.. ,

The eye was unable to bring diverging rays to a focus upon Vat^—a tl

retina ; in other words it had lost the power of "accommodatioi i-^-,

(We can temporarily paralyse the accommodation of the eye by app "filacconi

ing a strong solution of Atropine.) •>• «*itial m

A normal eye differs from the glass lenses we have been descril; _ j. *

in the fact that it can, not only focus parallel rays upon the retina,i^^^
^j^^ ^

also rays that diverge from objects as near as from four to six or ei^iMtfii that at

incbci froin the eye. When parallel rays fall upon a 1 inch coc %^-oliz ai

b« «ff !• accoi

F%i 8 re
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'7Ct anytiy dl 'Tf7 "' '""='^ '' ' '^^"^ °"^ '"^^'^ ''"^'^^ ^^^ 1-' but if an

tlie retina,-viB.onw ^ache. of the lens, we know that the focus will fall farther than oneudistinctness of visi :„„u i.„t,;,„i xl i t/. • , .

mnner inan que

„ i„di.tinotne..ot, u!..
*™

'™'-,," "' »'* "> ^-'-'he inverted i„„gc of the

derstanding the opt J^IILX ,e„.

'""" """'"" "'" °" '""' '"" '"^"'

ology and treatment vr i

ble. ., J**"
'"*'"" ''^ °'^J^'=* 's brought to within, say four inches of the eye,

.few weeks ago a pi;L" "uT'^" Tl\^^"
"'''"" backwards to receive the image

.. fearing that he'^''/^ ^' ^°™ ?'*""'^ '*''*' membrane, but. what answers the

lation. I found that Z!,^"^? u^'
*^' P'^P"*^ °^ "" ^" '°"«««'"g '*« refractive

i" of that eye. ^7^'
''t

*°/' '^^le not only to render parallel, these diverging rays,

distinctness, but .^"'J?,°,
°
-f

"^ ^^^ "P°"]b« "-^^i""- This increase in the power

read large type unLln'Ht %'^
f

"'^'^''"'" "^^ ' '"^'^ '^°« '" ^••°°^ °^ ^'^ ^je

rom the eye Thee^^>*!,^1
- acco„„,odat.oa

" paralysed, as a 4 inch lensXrenders

,s, or a camera-obsa ^' ^'""'^ '^"^ ^'"""^^ ^'^"^ objects four inches distant.

ly fixed at the princi;

Ilel rays to a focus

s parallel, by means

ictly ; by placing ai

1 fine type at six inclt

J inch lens at eight*

, upon the retina.^^, ^^ distant objects parallel rays P. P. are focussed upon the

ize of letters one^SS^^Jj^t'^^'^^S'^S '^y^ ^om O. would form a focus at/rf.

times the ordinaryi^^tTvI r
'^'

'.'
««^'ommodated for the near object O, these

wo feet from the e*!^^ ''^' "'
^l'""'''^

"P°° *be retina at P.

om objects ten incl ^^^^^ J"
^^ich this increase in the refractive power of the eye

,teen inches distan^^jf^ '«

f
'"

'^ disputed point. Most physiologists however are

s to a focus upon ^^^a twll Tr ''

't

"""'^ '^ «°'—
« - t^e cur-

of •'accommoLo!!Z^._'^'^:!'^^
)n of the eye by app • Thi '^oommodoii^^^^nh^^y^^^^^^^^

i^

e have been describi^jT^''^ ''" *•>« 'Eternal mnscles paralysed.
*""'

ys upon the retina.U^.J:;;^;;^;^;'^;^^^^-^
am four to six or eifiiitili that accommodat^n 0^1^! k T. i""

'"'"""*^ '" ^'- V°° «"»«f«*«

ipon a i luCu tuL' —r?=s»"Jiz and Cram«i> h«»a n..^—J i • . ~ ' ".i-.ris.
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The <'near » and ^'far » point.-The nearest point to wl.ich ohi.can be brought to nn eve and b,» «»«« •u
»'"'""° ^'"ch object.

iJrMiyopjc or long-sighted. ^ " *^'""

When the "far" point is not unlimited, but is at a dpfinJf-. A- .
fi-om the e,e as for instance from six incLesrf;:;or ^^^^^^^^^the eye-such an eye is called myopic or short-sighted

i^««^^ ofAccommodation.-.T\xe distance between the "near" anJ"far" point .n any eye. is called the "range of accommodat on "

order .„ see cle.rly object, only f.„, i„obe, di...„Tin .^eS

Texl^. .l*!r '°;\"'!.™' «'""' '° *« "d''"'"" »f • * inch cj"ej lens
,
the power of which u Mpressed by i. If , „erBon'. "„..,pomt ,. .1 eight inche. from the eye, .„d hi. "fc" °°„. .?

«fl..ted.,..„cehU range of accomofodationiduJ^^^^^^

point b. r r°* °' ' "^°''''= "y' " ^ '"«l«»- -J 'l>e"f«-

r;io\i'^it"'
" '" "" "°^° °'' -»»""»^'-

». 1

Chapteii III MVOPIA.

Myop,. ,t will be wel for n. to ghnce .t some of the properties.!

1st. The pupil contracts; 2nd. The Dunillarv «H« «r*i. • •

'

-n^e peripheral portion of th. irisZv^Xll°''JtV"^^^^^
'"""'' '''

the lens becomes more convex (arched)- 6th TK.V J
T*** «»l«nor surface of

tianr «.!, Th»-o,„--. •
.^"''''^''^' "h.The lens does not chanire its ~.;.

--
, — . a„ vorncu rciaias me same degree of curvature.

= - -a r-
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e consideration of

f the properties of

ect, we will confine

moves forward
; 3rd.

he anleriop surface of

not chaoffn ita nnai."- — ir—

unrselves to equi-concave lenses. An equi-concave lens is bounded by
two surfaces, which are portions of the concave side of two circles
which have equal radii.

'4

Fig. 9. A. B, one of the concave surfaces of the lens. C is the
C^tre of curvature, and C, R the radius of curvature. When parallel
«y8. P. P. stnke one surface of the lens, they have a divergence upon
kaving the second surface of the lens, as if they proceeded from the

n^nLl r^'Tl ^;
"'"'^' ^" '"^ equi-concave lens, is also thepnncpal focus of the lens. C. R. is the focal length of the lens.In a convex lens, the focus is measured behind the lens ; in a concave^s. It IS measured in front of it. If we call the focus of the convex

|.8 positive, we must call the focus of the concave lens negative,

ia'r" wT "'^^""llf
"P"'^ ^ '^^'^^^^ '^^'^ *hey are converged

d^rerge. A convex lens enlarges, and a concave diminishes the appa-

Teh „r tn\ '''' '°"^ ^^"^^^^ '' ' ^""-'^ '-« - measuredbehind
;
and that of a concave lens, in front of the lens. They aretherefore, entirely opposite in all their properties ; and. for this reason!

Ur^Or rr^^;n\P"''".^^"' -da concave one. a negativ
tons Or. shorter still, they are indicated by the plus (+ ) and minus
(-). algebraic symbols; thus, + 5, and - 5 ; or, + . and -

"

To ascertain the focal length of a concave lens, we asc'e'rtain whliconvex lens it will neutralize.

^^.
In a myopic eye, parallel rays, as well as those that have a cer-t^r degree of divergence, are focussed in front of the retina- and Z^erte image of distant objects being Lmed in thZZllltk^:fte picture upon the retina will be ill-defined, and vision for d si";^ect consequently indistinct.

^°*

fc;:T;:l!^r'°'"
""'''" '''^*' ''^^'""^^ ^^^^ -^-^ ^^ near«,.a„ 1, perfect, .uey cannot see objects at a distance with any dis-

B
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tinctneSB. They can read the smallest type, when brought near t! - _.

eyes, even better than persons with normal vision, but they arc t , ., J
able to recoernize their friends at a distance of fifteen or twenty f« _J ® /".If We ha

In order to enable such persons to see distmctly at a distance, it

necessary for them to wear concave spectacles of such a strength, tl

the parallel rays from distant objects may have such a degree of divt

gence, that, falling upon the myopic eye, they may form a focus up,

the retina. Theoretically, we should prescribe concave glasses

such a strength that their focus will correspond with the patieti

" far" point. Thus, if the " far " point be at 12 inches, we shot

prescribe — 12, as a twelve inch concave lens, placed before such

Amphyo;

metbod :-

tMitype

tbil a pa

at9inch(

indbs, or

pttiHd th(

r
I

. ' 1 can iee n

eye, will give parallel rays from distant objects the same degree
tli#iontn

divergence as if they proceeded from the " far " point of the ej
/g|^|, ^^^

namely, at 12 inches from the eye. Thus, in Fig. 9, P. P. represf ^^^ j^j^^

parallel rays falling upon the concave lens, A. B. ; they are made ^f" ',

diverge, as if coming from the focus, C, and falling upon the ( * \.
'

divergingly, they are focussed upon the retina at F. Practically, lit
-,' J®^

ever, we would find that — 12 would be rather too strong, and that ^ m. ^""

15, or — 1 6 would probably answer better. As a rule, the weal; *^,

elasacB should be worn that will enable the patient to see disli ^«i° ,^
, . . , 1- .• i '"'* enaDJ(

objects with distinctness.
cluwged tc

In testing the degree of myopia, we use a series of test types ti j^^ ^^

arc so constructed that No. I (smallest) can be distinctly seen andn aj,^^ jjg

by a person having normal vision, at a distance of 1 foot ;
No. U, tb»t »hort-i

2 feet ; No. V, at 5 feet ; No. XX, at 20 feet ; and so on. A sp vfrft^, Stc

men of these types will ^" annexed to this paper. The types
purtiie^ f^

also used in testing the a. ateness of vision in Presbyopia, Hyperr j^ ^'

tropia. Amblyovia, &c.
p^j^ ^..^

J

2. In deter nining the degree of myopia in any case, we «scenjjg^.jjj,^j^jj

the greatest Jistance at which No. I test types can be read distinct Q^j^^g ^/
if at 10 inches, the " far " point will be at 10 inches, and the i")' in^n^ug ^f

would be called ^ ; if at 6 inches, the myopia would be c"ll«''up«|^|the
e^

From this we can, as stated above, get a proximate knowledge of con^gent,'

Strength of the concave lens necessary to relieve the myopia. sure eannot

8. A myopic eye, when in a state of rest, ia adjusted for tlivergstaphjdoma.

rays. To enable such an eye to see distant objects, that ia, to bi 2dfc •' On
parallel rays to a focus on the retina, it is necessary to give tlbei;<]uig the;

parallel rays a preliminary degree of divergence by the interposiijame an inci

of the proper concave lens. v'.imu. the ey

'oidiia poste
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h^JjTlT ^'^*'°S"'«^'«d f'^^ every other defect of vision,by the fact that concave glasses improve vision for distant objectsIf we have no concave gJasses convenient, we can diagnose it fromA^hyop.a (.nsens,b.hty of the retinn) by the following r ady^od :~A person w.th normal vision can read distiuctly. No. I

Sft a1 .' '""' ""^ '''" " ''"^^ ^^••^''^- We will supposetut a patient sv.s,on .s so impaired, that he can only read No IIat e inches
;

,f he is noi also myopic, he can also read No IV at 12mehes or No. LX at 180 inches-that is at 15 feet. iLZeriZpa,»d tl,en a person's v.sion may be, unless he be also myopic heZZ " "'' P-P-*--*^Jy. «^ -e distance as at anoZ' Onthrf contrary, a person with myopi,,. say
-J, can seo the smallest ^vne

irtr^;::tS;^'^ "^ "-^- ^"^ ^---- ^" ^-

T^is disease is often hereditary. Over exertion of the eve« nnnn
F. Practically,!. "^^^-^^ "^ the age of puberty, (about U or ^ t\ZyZ
;oo strong, and that «"£* ^""«« «f '"y^pi^-

^
^

^'^

s a rule, the weal
S^Oft-s'ghted persons often inquire if we would advise the ,.,«

of 1 foot
;
No. H Stt "°, :r^" '•"" "''"""y- Some contend l„Jmr

,m would be calle
„ ^^^ ball appears to h!,

'. T''"'""
°^ *''« •»^««le8

„„te l^n-^edgeofeon,^gent,\banwhertre;
:re^;^^^^^^^^^^

°P"« -- are •

.
the myop,a. «u,^ ^,,,, ^^^ ^^^^ g^v rise to L f '" '°'""'' '^ P"*^^'

adjusted for uiverjstap^oma.
*''® development of posterior

. bj the i„terpo.:»».„ in„.ea,ed do. of blood tTt*..!"!",'
™- '"«• ^''" """"

»:5oi5 the eye itself. On-i'n™ f^ *u- 7 ."' ^" i^it-Teased tension

I
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V.

which are so opt to ocoiir in uhort-sighted perfonp, are undoubted
greatly promoted. For this reason, we wliould aUvaya tt;ll the

patients to read with their head well tlirown back, and to wiiteat

loping desk, iftut it may, on the other hand, bo urged tl^at it

just in looking ui near objects that myopic persona hive an ndvi:

tage, for they can see thom remarkably distinctly. And the grei

dansjer is, that after reading for a short time with spectacles,
t:

patient, on getting somewhat fatigued will, instead of laying the bo

aside, approach it nearer to the eye, in order to gain greater retir

images, and thus strain and tax his power of accommodation t

much. If we, for instance, give a patient whose far r oint Jitt! a;

incbeg, a pair of spectacles which enable him to read at 12 m.-lies,

will, if not very careful, after a short time almost insensibly br

the book nearer to his eyes, and thus have to make use of a grea;

amount of accommodation. If he does this frequently, he will sc

increase bis myopia. The greater the range of accommodation

:

less hotm will spectacles do, and vice versd. 'Spectacles may also

used for near objects in those cases of myopia in which astheuc:

(depending upon inBufficiency of the internal recti muscles) sk
itself as soon as the patient has read or worked at near objects k
short time. Whi^;• these forms of myopia may be furnished «

pectacles for near objects, it is very dangerous to permit their

in patients whose range of accommodation is very limited, and \.

moreover, suffer perhaps from such an amount of amblyopia (ge

rally depending upon sclerotico—choroiditis posterior) that t:

cannot read No. 4 or 5 Jager even with the most accurately clici

glasses. Such patients will bring the object very close to the e

in order to obtain large retinal images, the accommodation will

greatly strained, the intra-ocular tension be increased, and gr

mischief will be sure to ensue. If there is much amblyopia, spet

cles should not be permitted at all for r i :1 ^-ts
"*

In cases where tlie myopia is extreme, there ufli'ally co-e i t;

terior staphyloma of the selerotic. \ > f>, u;ie bays it is presen;

rU cases of myopia where the " far " point is less than five inct

the myopia being less than \. Out of sixty cases of myopia eu

ioed by J. Z. Laurence, forty-four had posterior staphyloma.

The presence of this disease can be easily diagnosed with

OHi thalmoscope. (See Hulke or Zander on the ophthalmosccf

•Mr. J. 7. "*
MiPiPnnp. r\f T.AnriQP i»*inrt»ri*wA"r1a ^v,n*- a^.*y^\w .....»f..»_ i__,«-,_ u- a-t..

order to ob • .a their " daziling " effect.—(Med. Times and Gazette, Oct. 22nd, 1864)
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Posterior staphyloma is a seriou • complication in myopia, as the
MMribility of the retina becomes more or less impaired in the position

of tie bulging of the selerotic, and in some oases the retina becomes
detached from the choroid. It is the existchceof this disease that
pmtents improvement in cases of myopia, as the eye becomes flat-

tMUd with advancing age.

T>ou(^i'i-a considers that in myopia, the nntero-posterior diameter is
' k> .e at f rii„

;
that is, it ie too much elongated, and that the cornea

uSA crystaline lens have usually a normal curvature.

'JLj charocteristics of a myopic eye, are*

*t5^**
P^fallel rays aro focussed in front of the retina,

'and. The "far" point is at a definite distance and positive.

8rd. When the eye is in a state of rest it is adapted for divergent

<|th. Concave glasses improve vision.

ClIAPTEB IV.—HlPEEMETBOPrA.

To»i will remember that when a normal eye is in a state of rest,
and directed to a distant object, parallel rays are brought to a focus
upon the re'ina, and that when a myopic eye is in a state of rest,
parallel rays aro brought to a focus in front of the retina. When^
however, a hyperemtropic eye is in a state of rest, parallel rays would
(if continued) form a focus behind the retina. Hypermetropia
1% therefore, the reverse of myopia. In myopia, the refractive power^the eye is excessive, and in hypermetropia it is not strong enough.
When the accommodation of a myopic eye is paralysed, it has the
power of focussing none but diverging rays upon the retina, but a
Hypermetropic eye n uler the same circumstances can focus only con-
Wrgtng ray. .pon the retina. The " fur " point of a myopic eye is
a. a definite distance and positive, but the -far" point of a hvper-
motropic eye is at a definite distance and negative. Concave glasses
improve the v.sion for a myopic eye. and convex for a hypermotropic

^^hisisan afFection which has received very little attention until^thin the last ten years. It was indeed noticed by Dr. McKenzie^f^asgow^lS^^^ ,bout five years ago th^
mm Dondofa' system of classification.
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Prof, bonders, of Utrecht, from his elaborate researches on tbi,subject first pointed out how common this aflfection is. and ho.
frequently ,t ,s the sole cause of that peculiar weakness of sight(formerly so little understood) called asthenopia.

^

Bonders believes that this condition of the eye depends more upona shortening of tho antero-posterior diameter of the eye. than upona 00 low degree of its refractive power; that the cornea and cm
taline lens have a normal degree of curvature, and that parallelrays would form a focus at the normal distance behind the
were the retina far enough back to receive it.

A very good illustration of a hypermetropie eye is one in which thecrystahne lens has been removed in the operation for cataract. Toenable such an eye to see distinctly, ^ven distant objects, it is nece,.
aary to p ace in front of it a strong convex lens of about four inches
focus, called a cataract glass. The eye having too low a refractive
power converge rays to a focus, on the retina, it is necessary to give
rays falling upon the eye. a preliminary degree of convergence ; theeye having sufficient power to complete their refraction to a ioint
upon.the retina. We do the same thing in relieving cases of hyper-
metrophia. •'*^

FIC. 10.

Fig. 10 represents a hypermetropic eve in a state of rest. P P are
parallel rays which are focussed behind the retina at f. L Fi- 11
13 a convex lens which changes tl. . parallel rays to convergent°ones,'
at c, c, as if they came from tho direction a b mdi d e, which aRain
are refracted by the eye, and brought to a focus upon the retina atF,
When a hypermetropie eye is in a state of rest, and directed to dis-

tant objects. It is adjusted for convergent rays ; images upon the
retina will consequently be ill defined, and vision will be indistinct,
lo remedy this, it is necessary for the eye to increase its refractive
power by increasing th« antero-posterio diameter of the crystaline
lens, so as to bring parallel rays to a focus on the retina.
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When a person with hypermetropia, attempts to read or write,
or accommodate his eyes to short distances, it is necessary for him to
ttt his accommodation to its utmost extent, in order to bring the
diverging rays to a focus on the retina. This excessive effort at ac
wmmodating the eye for short distances, can not be kept up for more
ClMn a few minutes, when the ciliary muscle begins to relax,—the
*»near " point commences to receed, and (if he is reading) the letters
Wome indistinct. The eye also feels fatigued, and other symptoms
t^e which will be referred to when speaking of Asthenopia.

Dia^Mo^w.—When we suspect a patient has hypermetropia, we test
lus eyes as follows :—We place a series of test-types. No. xv., xx.,
XXX., &c., at a distance of about 20 feet. If he can read No. xv. or
XX. at this distance, his acuteness of vision is normal. We then try
his vision with weak convex glasses, say No. 50, and if he can read the
same type, at the same distance, we try successively No. 40, 36, 30, 24,
&C., until we reach the glasses that render the test type indistinct at that
diitance. Some persons may possibly be able to relax their accommo-
tfttion so as to see as well at a distance, with convex 50 lenses, as without
them

;
and not be hypermetropic ; it would, however, be very strong

presumptive evidence of its presence ; and if, in addition, the patient
complam of the symptoms of Asthenopia, we would be generally safe in
pronouncing it a case of hypermetropia. The shorter the focus of the
lens he can use, the stronger is the presumptive evidence of the disease.

Again, if another patient be tested with the same type, at the same
dutance, and we find that he can not read a smaller type than No. xl.
at 20 feet without spectacles, and that he can read No. xv. orxx. with
convex glasses, say + 10 or + 12, his would be called a case of

.
hypermetropia absolute.

^

In order, however, to test accurately the degree of hypermetropia
l|any case, it is necessary to neutralize one element in the refractive
power of the eye; namely, the power of accommodation. In most^es of hypermetropia, particularly in young subjects, the accommo-
Jtion of the eye is so constantly exercised, even when directed to
diltant objects, that it is quite impossible for them, by any effort of
Oieir own, to completely relax that accommodation. I related in a
former chapter, the case of a patient who had lost the power of^ommodating his eye to different distances. As the refraction

^ his eye was normal, parallel rays were brought to a focus upon the
Sftma, anu rmoa for distant objects remained perfect.
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Had his eye been hypermetropic, parallel rays would not have be,-

sufficiently converged by the refractive power of the eye, to forii

focus upon the retina ; vision would, consequently, have been inj

tinct. By placing, however, the proper convex lens in front of sm

an eye, the requisite preliminary convergence would be given tot:

rays, to enable the eye, with its low refractive power, to focus ttit

rays upon the retina, and thus render vision distinct.

The lens used in such a case would indicate the degree of hvw

metropia. If the lens were a + lo inch, the hypermetropia won

equal -Jg- if a + 10, the hypermetropin would be yL, and so forth.

We have, however, the means of temporarily producing this cf

dition of the eye by artificial means. By applying a four grs

solution of atropine to the eye, within two hours the action oft

ciliary muscle will be completely paralysed. A solution of oni.

of atropine to an ounce of pure water (also a solution of the extri

of belladonna) will dilate the pupil widely, and in some cases t

render the eye slightly presbyopic, but it will not paralyse the accr

modation.

If we test, in this manner, the case of suspected hypermetro:

mentioned above, and find that after his accommodation is pt

lysed, he is not able to read No. xxx. even with + 50, and t

the only glass with which he can read No. xv. and No. xx,

20 feet is 4- 20 ; his hypermetropia is therefore ^. But as

could see as well with + 50 as without them, before his aw
modation was paralysed; he had a manifest hypermetropia of,

The diflTerence between his total hypermetropia and his mani;

hypermetropia will give the amount of the latent hypermetro[
which he overcame with the exercise of his accommodation, namt

-A*« thus Jjf - J^y
=^V»-*

Asthenopia, according to Bonders, depends almost invariably

hypermetropia. He describes it as follows :
" The power of vision

usually acute,—and nevertheless, in reading, writing, and other c!

work, especially by artificial light, or in a gloomy place, the objt

after a short time, become indistinct and confused, and a feelin^^

fatigue and tension comes on in, and especially above the eyes, net

Bitnting a suspension of work. The person affected now often im

untarily closes hia eyes, and rubs his hand over the foreheads

eyeKds.
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eyeKds. After some moments rest, he once more sees distinctly, but
th« game phenomena are again developed more rapidly than before."

According to my own experience jvith these cases, the above descrip.
tidn corresponds very closely with the description that most patients
give of their symptoms. Some give more prominence to the neural-
gio pams which they experience in and around the eve, and in some
cases extendmg to the back of the head. I was co'nsulted, about ayew ago, by a lady from the town of Simcoe, C.W.. who had all these
symptoms m the most aggravated form. If she attempted to read
even one line it gave her so much pain in her eyes and
forehead that for several years, she had scarcely dared to even raise
the hd of a book. She was unable to keep her eyes upon any one
object for more than an instant at a time, without causing her pain.
Others agam, do not speak of any pain or fatigue of the eye ; but
tha^ after readmg a short time, the letters become indistinct, so
tb||,they are obliged to stop or look away at something distant, or
ciMe tne eyes for a short time, when they can again proceed, the
same symptoms recurring.

^^ regard to the ^ro^«o.e. in hypermitropia, Bonders thinks thatwh^ It IS once developed it never gives way. All the inconvenience
Of the accompanyn)g Asthenopia can be relieved by wearing the proper
glM.es to reheve the hypermetropia; but the cause, namely (in most
CII8W). a congemta flattening of the eye-ball from before, backwards,
mil probably remam through life.

As age advances, the « near " point recedes from the eye, as in
. normal eye, so that in time it becomes complicated with presbyopia
matment.--ln order to correct this optical defect, it is necessary

^^1 rT T """"." P''"" °^ '''"^'^'
^P^'^^^''^^^ °f «"ffi^i^»^ strength

enable hm to see distant objects distinctly, without any effort oftU accomodation. I„ cases where the hypermetropia is absolute, andpatients are not able to see distinctly at any distance, they can.

l^T:/' r' *''fu"'"'
*'^ ^^^"^^ ''''' -" -meiy the low

^^h^^^^ ^!r
accomodation, and test with lenses of differentrt^th, in order accurately to ascertain the degree of hvpermetropTaW^^ we ascertain this fact, we also know the number 'o^ the ^Zestb^ we must prescribe for them. The effect of the atropine us^ ly

Ucfore, however, he use the spectacles that he is to wear
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permanently, his accomodation must first b^ ,,r«^ ii .

use of weaker lenses. Dor.ders' rule is t ^ u^
"^"^'^ ^^ '^ tival n

that will neutrali. his ma^tt T; e Ll^^rand 'Zt'Y' ^P^'
hypermetropia, and every two or three weeks' chl^ L ^'''

-tronger pair as he becomes accustomed toTe^r use unVr ^ -^^o^

t^a^aman^st ^.pet^7^1^^^^^^ J.^

prescribe, at fi-st 20' in^
'^ ~ '^^^' '*^"'^' ^'°

'
^' ^^"J'l theref. '"*

directed to, nfa/oWeri """ "h'" b"* eye,.,

.«..o. ..:;r;o*?rtH7.:rdrert-f "1

the n„,e.-t„lave in
&",.,'' "'°''''^'^'°°"'-«''''°«" ™".

eye f„ short distances, with he cttf^n ..Lr-hr: :'''
""' "^

muscles. The hypermetropic, howev rTerir .
'" J* '^

accommodation of their eyes «,„„!, i^^ *'"' '° """ * »« Peil

i. easy ,„ understand 1^*01 „o„Id"bi"?'' "I
"""'" "'J'""'^ ««*°8

iuternal reoti-muscl™ i idu yL as to t
'° '°"'™"l- ft.,a.n1

modation, Thi, con,eril M
"™"' *'' P"" "f «»' Tn „1,

.V..U the ohject looTedZn iTerore o", if"'
"'

't

""".""- "^^^
while the other is ax„d n^on .CX ,"" ";,''"[- '» 'urn i„„* .^ ^.^
to see distinctly with „„. .," .hT ' /''f"-,"'«"f'>«. 'key

«

gij-ii
At first the converLnt «J ^ «'net.vely turn in the oth, r*!!!
'i.i3 stage -y be ? n : nX \-" -"-"r »u.y, and. ^"i"
'he hypcrmetrophia. After thef„l7r ?'°f''"°

"'"' «>«»"
hecon,. oontirm^d and canjot tZ^^^Z Z^r2:""'

'

"r
"

o>^i^:zzi"';,zt:nivr^- :
•»«'",'—^-i- ^rnperiormed, and the effect controlled by a coninn. m&.-u„.
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tival «uture, by which means we have the power of regulating our
opwration, in proportion to the effect we wish to produce.

When Strabismus shows itself in childhood, it should be treated
without delay, for, if not corrected, the vision of the "cross-eye "

will
eiy loon become impaired.

•Po get the full benefit of spectacles, in cases of hypermetropia,
thi^ should be used both on the street, and at church, as well aa
when readmg or writing,—in fact whenever the eyes are used.

lie characteristics of a hypermetropic eye then are :

1ft. Parallel rays form a focus behind the retina.

5?^d. The « far " point is at an definite distance and negative.
m. The eye. in a state of rost, is adjusted for convergent rays.

4^. Convex glasses improve vision.

^. This affection is usually accompanied by symptoms of Asthe-
nojlll and Amblyopia, and frequently by convergent strabismus.

.»
Chapter V.

—

Presbyopia.

This affection usually develops itself between the ages of 40 and
4^

Most persons at this age. although previously enjoying excellent
yuim, complam that their sight, particularly in the evening, isbeginning to fail for near objects, as small print, &c., although theycan Me distant objects as well as ever.

to reading they will hold the book or paper at nearly arm's length^perhaps bring the lamp almo.t between their eyes and the page.Reading in thi« manner soon fatigues them, and they are obliged
frequently to re3t,-ov \.o resort to spectacles.

^

i^^^TT-^'^""f *^l™^ '' "°^'"«'' *^« "«^«r" point isft«m 3, to 4 inches from the eye. and the «.far" point at an unlim-

3it 4tr
'

? "' "" "^ '""^'''^ ^^«*"-"3^ - -- - fromH to 4 inches from the eye, and we can see objects clearly (the sizebeing m proportion to the distance) from th.t \o an inde'finife ZW As.age advances the "near" point recedes. At the age of

^nl" nl\ '""l
"''°"' eight inches from the eyes. Whef thenear point recedes to a greater distance than 8 inches, Bonders

t:^lL:r ir'^^r^-^ ^~> however, thinks that

m^i!l^'t P^^^^^-P'" "°^e- the "near" point is at least
'--'iBviJca iiuiu [{je eye.
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I
I

Preabyopia, tlicn, is not an optical defect of the nature of myopis

or hypermetropin, but is simply a lessening of the accoinmodativt

power of the cyo.

It is supposed to depend upon, or to be caused by, the crystaliu

lens becoming hardened as age advances, so that it does not yiel;

sufficiently to tho contraction of the ciliary muscle.

In a cttso of piiro preabyopia where, for instance, the " near" poiii

is 12 inches from the eye, vision will remain normal for all point

beyond that distance. When the " near " point is 12 inches distan;

and the " far " point at an infinite distance, the accommodation i

o^^y tV' Taking eight inches as the normal " near " point,
-J-

^voii;

represent tho normal accommodation. Deducting -^ frem | givt

the degree of presbyopia thus : | — -^J^- = ^\. The degree i

prssbyopia in this case would then be ^V- This fraction ^V alsor-

presents tho atrongth of the glasses necessary to correct the presb;

opia, namely 21 inch convex. Practically, we would probat

find that a pair of 30 inch convex would answer better, as ti.

weakest glass that can bo worn with comfort, is tlie one that shou!

bo prescribed. -A gain, if a person's " near " point be at 16 inches, L

presbyopia
( J — Vo =iV) ""ill be -rV. «d<1 a IG inch convex lens \m.

enable him to read at 8 inches.

"There can bo no question as to the advisability and necessity

afibrding fnr-siglitcd persons the use of spectacles. They should 1

furnished with them as soon as they are in the slightest degr;

annoyed or inconvenienced by the presbyopia. Some medical int

think that presbyopic patients should do without spectacles as lo:

as possible, for fear the eye should, even at an early period, get:

used to them us soon to find them indispensable. This is, howevf

an error: for if such persons are permitted to work without glasse

we observe that tho presbyopia soon rapidly increases."*

If, however, wc call all cases presbyopia, where the "near" pni:

recedes to a greater distance than eight inches from the eye, it n

follow that 've nip.y have presbyopia in cases of myopia and hvpf

metropia. If a person's far point be at 20 inches frora^ the eye'

would be called near-sighted and if his near point recedes to

inches from the eye, he would h- also far-siffhted.

In «ome persons, as age advances, the '• far " point also recedes

• J. fcjotflberg Wolis.
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M to render the person hypermetropic ; this form of hypermetropia
seldom exceeds J*. When a person has both hypermetropia and
prebyopia, it is necessary for him to use a stronger pair of glasses for

reading, &c., than for ordinary use. If a person for instance, wears

a pair of 18 inch convex spectacles to correct a hypermetropia o( r^\,

and as age advances his "near" point recedes to 12 inches, even
with the addition of his glasses, it will be necessary for him to wear,

for reading, a pair of glasses having a focus of about 10|^ inches.

Thus i — J^ = ^u = presbyopia, this added to the lens to correct
his hypermetropia, {^ + ^ = ^i nearly) equals 10^ nearly.

In the very aged, it is necessary to prescribe glasses, that will

eaable them to read at 5 or 7 inches from the eye, as their vision is

osnally somewhat impaired.

The following table constructed by Dr. Kitchener may give a
general idea of the glasses required at different periods of life when
the presbyopia is unaccompanied by hypermetropia or amblyopia.

At 40 years,— 36 inch focus.

45

50

58

60

(J5

30

24

20

18

16

14

At 70
" 75

years,-—12 inch focus

10 "

" 80
" 85

9 "

8 «

" 90

"100
7 "

6 "

Prof. Bonders thinks that when there is no hypermetropia present
we should generally advise those glasses to be worn that will enable
the person to read distinctly No. I (smallest) test type at a distance
of 12 inches.

.^liere is an optical defect of the eye that is occasionally met with
caied astigmatism (from a and arcyf^a) in which horizontal and verti-
cal lines are not brought to a focus at the same distance behind the
crystaline lens. It is relieved by glasses specially ground for each
caje. these glasses are cylindrical. I have seen but one case ofasegmatism.

A very comprehensive article on this subject appears in the Medical
Times and Gazette. Nov., 1864, from the pen of j. Zachariah Laurence,
m^-i of London. '

^he paralysis of the accommodation of the eye I have already
frterred to in a case on page 14.

' ^
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SPECIMENS OE JaGER'S TEST TYPES.
2^0. L-BHlliant, omittedfor want of type.

m. Il.^Vearl.

r--""""""
"•'•

"•"""-•-'—.««....„„.,,

iVb. VL—Bourgeois.
was made up in laughter. Our littlfl hM*- ,-

-^^- ^JJ!—Small Pica,

having given a hundred pounds for r.^ ^
good .n,. NotMng eouid^":f:,^rsr:;

^''•^ll—Oreat Primer.

little enclosure
; the elms and hedge-rows appearing with an inexpressible

ITo. XV1.^2-line Great Primer.- ""^ ^j cue t'rtmer.

and was covered with
Cannon, m. XX.-^ Snellen.
cannon, m. XX.-^Snellen.

thatch, whicL
i.-A
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\-Une Boman. No. XXX.—Snellen.
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